Learning and interocular transfer of visual discriminations by goldfish with retinotectal compression.
Visual function mediated by a compressed retinotectal projection was examined by training goldfish with unilateral retinotectal compression to perform red/green and horizontal/vertical discriminations. Fish were trained monocularly via the compressed or the normal visual field using an aversive classical conditioning model. Interocular transfer was then examined to determine if the mechanisms mediating this transfer functioned normally after retinotectal compression and to compare interpretation of visual information via normal and compressed visual fields. Both visual discriminations were learned successfully using the normal or the compressed visual field. Learning deficits (relative to controls) were, however, observed in fish trained with the color discrimination using the compressed visual field, or the horizontal/vertical discrimination using the compressed or the normal visual field. Interocular transfer of the color discrimination from the compressed to the normal visual field or in the reverse direction was demonstrated to occur at approximately normal values. Interocular transfer of the horizontal/vertical discrimination was successful from the compressed to the normal visual field, but was reduced or absent in the opposite direction. The results indicate that analysis of the colors red and green is essentially normal after retinotectal compression, and that the pathways mediating interocular transfer of this color discrimination remain functional. There were, however, abnormalities in the mechanism mediating interocular transfer of pattern discriminations after retinotectal compression.